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In this keynote…

Our approach

Outcomes / Value: what have ETs achieved?

Story of ETs in Scotland

Challenges



Part of the Quality Enhancement Framework 
(2003)

1. Institution-led quality review 

2. Engagement of students in quality 
management 

3. Public information on quality

4. Enhancement-led Institutional Review (ELIR)

5. Enhancement Themes

Story of ETs in Scotland



• Enhancement as ‘taking deliberate steps to 
bring about improvement’

• Themes selected by sector, aligned with other 
policy drivers (avoiding areas of competition)

• Managed by QAAS, but joint ownership: 
QAAS, institutions, students, partner 
organisations (eg sparqs)

• All institutions involved (ELIR link)

Story of ETs in Scotland



2017-20 = Evidence for Enhancement: 
Improving the Student Experience

Enhancement Themes



• Balance of QA / QE cultures

• Collaborative approach to quality and to risk taking: tackling 
common problems together

• Sharing of ideas and good / not so good practice, to enhance 
student learning

• Research-informed

• Evolving thinking / practices around QE: not static

• National framework, with local affordances

– Umbrella themes, respect for different institutional 
priorities / cultures

Approach



Institutional approaches



Student Transitions Theme:

• Aim “To enhance the student transition 
experience in Scottish higher education, and 
promote associated practices within and 
beyond Scotland”

• 3 year plan of work

Approach of latest Theme



• Change management

• Implicit theory of change:

If the sector works together in a change effort, 
supported by resources, research and enabling 
structures, then this can lead to change in 
practices in institutions.

Approach of latest Theme



• Clear logic modelling and theory of change

• Institutional focus + resources

• Student engagement + voices

• Staff engagement + sharing of practices

• Tools (eg Skills and Strategies tool kits)

• Ways of working (culture of cross-sectoral 
collaboration) 

• Enabling structures (eg committees)

Enablers



SHEEC

Theme Leaders 
Group

Institutional 
Teams, led by 
TLG member

QAAS



• £: each institutional team (contract of work)

• £: sectoral project funding

• Communication and dissemination strategies: 
from QAAS, and institutional teams

• Evaluation (demonstrating value)

Other enablers?



Value: what have ETs achieved?

Outputs:

• Evidence of engagement for institutional 
reviews (ELIR) 

• Extensive Enhancement Themes  resources 

• Scottish transitions map







• Enhancement discourse

• Better understandings of key L&T issues

• Change of relationship: sector / QAAS

• Leverage to encourage institutions to tackle complex 
issues

• Embedded enhancement-led approach to L&T at 
policy level in institutions 

• Changed practices

• Habits of building sector-wide networks / 
partnerships

Outcomes



Culture of collaboration



And sharing



“the influence of the Themes is enduring, 
inculcating a mind-set or helping to establish a 
culture in which professionals reflect on their 
practices and continually seek to improve these. 
In most Thematic areas, the resources and 
activities associated with each Theme have 
provided important sources for learning and 
teaching developments both within and across 
institutions in the Scottish HE sector.” 
(ET Evaluation report, 2014) 

Outcomes

http://www.enhancementthemes.ac.uk/sheec/theme-evaluation-project/evaluation-of-theenhancement-themes


Where 
were we 
trying to get 
to, and 
how?



Itinerary



EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES

How do we 
know we 

met these 
objectives?

Because we 
had 

activities 
designed to 
meet them

And 
indicators to 
assess if we 
had done it



Logic Model Objectives

Improve 
understanding

of Student 
Transitions

Increase Scottish 
HE’s reputation by 
working 
collaboratively as 
a sector

Use our learning 
in practice

Show how our 
work effects 
change

Embed 
student 
engagement 



Itinerary (1)

Improve 
understanding of 

Student 
Transitions

✓More complex 
understanding of 

diversity of student 
transitions in 

different contexts



Academic;
Personal/ 

social;
Geographic

Getting there

Settling 
there

Being there

Leaving 
there

DL

PGT

DE

Disabled

Living @ home 

Mature
Care 
experienced

Inter-
national

WA

All students

Essential / 
desirable 
support

Tailored 
support, 
specific 
groups

Transition 
stages

Aspects of transition

PT

Complexities



OUiS “multiple and 
concurrent transitions 

– multiple and 
concurrent 
resiliences”

“Now we're very aware 
that there are several key 

transitions and we need to 
be thinking about how we 

support the students 
through these different 
stages of their journey 

through HE. So I think our 
institutional conception 
and awareness and the 

way we talk about 
transition has changed.” 
(Evaluation Report, R1)  

“The ET has broadened 
or enhanced 

understanding of 
student transitions and 

the complexity of its 
definition” 

(Evaluation Interim 
Report)



Itinerary (2)

Use our learning 
in practice

✓Transition skills 
and strategies: staff 

and student 
resources, briefings, 

webinars



Transition Skills + Strategies

• Self-belief (self-efficacy)

• Self-management of expectations

• Critical Self-reflection

• Academic Resilience

• Mindset

• Time management

http://www.enhancementthemes.ac.uk/resources/toolkit/transition-skills-and-strategies




Itinerary (2)

Use our 
learning in
practice

✓Sharing of 
practices across 
19 institutions





Itinerary (3)

Embed student 
engagement

✓Student 
engagement 

working group

✓How we 
operate as a 

Theme: Student 
Network part of 

TLG





Itinerary (3)

Embed student 
engagement into 
the Theme work

✓Student 
presenters & 
contributors



Itinerary (4)

Increase Scottish 
HE’s reputation
by working 
collaboratively as 
a sector

✓Culture of 
collaboration
✓19 
institutions 
working in 
partnership

✓JPAAP journal 
special issue



Itinerary (4)

✓ 3 conferences, 
1378 attendees

✓ 10 QAAS events 
✓ 116 conference 

papers in 2017

Increase Scottish 
HE’s reputation
by working 
collaboratively as 
a sector

✓International / 
high profile 
visitors and 
contributors



Itinerary (4)



Itinerary (5)

Show how our 
work effects 
change

✓Transitions 
moved up 

institutional 
agendas

“We have incorporated 
aspects of the thinking 
around the ET into the 
reapproval of all our 

programmes this 
session” (HEI report)



Itinerary (5)

Show how our 
work effects 
change

✓Multiple 
examples from 

ALL Scottish 
HEIs in 

repository



“a new service for at risk groups…  We 
would never have created that service 

without the data and we probably 
would never have looked at the data 

had it not been for the Theme.” 

(Evaluation Report, R6)



Collaborative 
Project 1: 
Talking heads, 
skills and 
strategies

QMU

Edinburgh

Abertay

UHI

UWS

Strathclyde



Collaborative 
Project 2: 
Open badges

Abertay

Dundee

Aberdeen



Collaborative 
Project 3: 
Online 
induction

QMU Edinburgh

UHI

Glasgow



Getting there (Into)

St Andrews:  Non-
traditional student 
blog 

UWS: Pre-entry engagement 
via Moodle

Aberdeen: Using Facebook to aid 
transition

GCU: Welcoming and Engaging 
Care Experienced Students

Glasgow: WA 
with MOOCs

UHI: HN to degree

Institutional 
Initiatives



Settling there

RGU: Student Association engaging DLs

GSA: The cross-school course

Dundee: Inclusive 
Approach to 
becoming and 
belonging

Edinburgh: Getting 
Started Guide



Being there (through)

OUS: Co-creating 
Reflection Open 
Educational Resources 
to support transitions 

Abertay: Interdisciplinary 
working in next 
generation researchers

QMU: Don’t Panic guide to 
surviving 4th year

HWU: Peer mentoring

ENU: Researching First Year Students’ 
Academic Self-Efficacy and Buoyancy



Leaving there (Out)

Strathclyde:  
Embedding 
industry

Stirling: Big Data Dragons’ Den

RCS: Transitions to professional 
practice

SRUC: Careers



Impact?

• Sector

• Institution

• School / programme

• Individual staff / students

“The impact of the Theme can’t be 
measured in straightforward 

statistical terms, but the intrinsic 
value of the Theme has been 

demonstrated by its explicit and 
implicit appearance in strategies, and 

as a topic for discussion” 
(Institutional report) 



“The Themes have helped us build knowledge / expertise around:

• culture of the sector – (its tribes, beliefs, dynamics, needs, 
requirements) 

• what the sector needs (its capacity for change, strengths and 
weaknesses)

• what the sector might need to respond to (policy - opportunities and 
threats)

• what the barriers to change would be, who were the key change 
agents / had influence within the sector 

• how to communicate with all these stakeholders and the best 
methods to use

• how to direct the ‘policy flow’ from Government through QAA to the 
wider sector

• who to influence, when to influence them and how to do it.”

Sector level - QAAS officer



Institutions 

“Across institutions the 
transitions activity has led 
to changes in process and 
practice in activities such 

as induction, internal 
evaluations, and WA” 

(Evaluation Interim Report)



Individual

“Institutions have explored transitions for 
international students adapting to 

studying in Scotland; home students who 
don’t live in student accommodation; and 

care experienced students coming into 
university.” (Evaluation Report) 







Ryan 

• https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B98D
AC-hFpC1d05SQXRIMmlxZGs

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B98DAC-hFpC1d05SQXRIMmlxZGs


Are we 
there yet?



As a sector, we’ve journeyed together to:

1. Get better understandings of transitions

2. Apply those understandings to our practices

3. Synthesise findings from research and 
support fresh research

4. Communicate and disseminate findings

5. Work separately and collaboratively to 
enhance learning





It’s not the end of the journey



How to join up the 
dots - great 
transitions 

consistently across 
institutions for all

students?



How to keep 
using what 

we’ve 
produced?



What learning 
about change 

can we take with 
us on our next 

sectoral 
journey?



Itinerary

New 
Enhancement 
Theme



Thank you

I’ll look forward to watching your 
ET progress


